FUELED BY INSIGHTS —
SPM PUTS YOU IN CONTROL

Reprocessing and OR Solutions
SPM provides a single data source for teams in the SPD, GI and OR — keeping everyone in lockstep.

Roadmap for Success

Transform reprocessing from reactive to proactive with insights derived from a full suite of decision-making tools that help efficiently manage workflow, simplify complex tasks, and ensure documented compliance.
Knowledge is Power

Take department management to new heights based on insights from customizable dashboards that include key performance indicators (KPIs).

More than 100 automated reports providing everything from total trays processed to missing instruments.

Easily support peak processing times and increase efficiency when you align staffing with caseload trends.
Tap into Technology

Proactively plan and stay informed of the daily caseload with an automatically prioritized Needs List.

Change course in real time based on OR schedule adjustments.
**Scan and Go** — Technicians can populate the Needs List and complete case cart builds remotely with the use of a mobile handheld computer (MHC).

Easily search for instrument trays to determine their last scanned location.

Increase visibility of loaner sets from start to finish so the SPD and OR are aware of the status of sets for scheduled cases.

Keep SPD and OR informed throughout the perioperative loop via email and text message alerts:

- Quality events
- OR requests
- Recall warnings
Your Guide to Success

Reinforce your reprocessing approach every step of the way with guided workflows based on industry standards, hospital policies and manufacturer’s instructions for use.

Provides the flexibility to tailor steps within configurable workflows to align processes with hospital policies and industry standards.

Ensure only properly trained Technicians complete specific tasks based on their competencies.
Increase accuracy and support different learning styles with step-by-step instructions using videos, pictures and diagrams, and device IFUs.

SPM breaks down complex IFUs into a manageable checklist.

A onesource link allows staff to easily search for IFUs by SKU without logging out of SPM, helping to ensure items are processed correctly.
Audit Ready in an Instant

Electronically stored and readily available documentation conforming to professional standards (AAMI and SGNA) helps ensure work is accurate, complete and Joint Commission audit-ready.

Quickly access records with integrated search functionality linked to each set name, case inventory, patient and procedure.
Easy access to **documentation built as you process sets**

**Built-in** process verification

Searching through printed cycle tapes can become a thing of the past.
Support Behind the Screens

A dedicated Project Manager and technical support team lead the implementation process by taking full ownership of your database build.

Let staff focus on priorities while **SPM gets your system up and running** with a comprehensive database build of your entire inventory that includes:

- **PERMANENTLY LABELED TRAYS**
- **SINGLES AND PEEL PACK ITEMS**
- **LOANER TRAYS**
Ongoing Training

- Dedicated Client Service Account Manager
  - Onsite training at startup

- Live technical support available 24/7

- Easily access training for existing staff and new hires with the SPM Customer Resource Center

Around the clock access to:
- eLearning and webinars to train you on recent enhancements
- Short instructional videos that reinforce steps in your process
- Regularly scheduled live workshops and webinars provide training within the system
Comprehensive Connectivity

Specific modules **effortlessly communicate and automate documentation** not only in your department, but **throughout your entire facility and hospital network**.